A wavelet-based bootstrap method is proposed to generate surrogate data from inertial sensor noise time series and to construct bootstrap-based confidence intervals of selected parameters which are used to characterize their noise performance. The Allan variance, its links with wavelets and the whitening action of wavelet decompositions applied to long-memory stochastic processes are considered in developing the theory behind the proposed method. The conditions for the wavelet-based bootstrap method to work are discussed in the face of idiosyncrasies of inertial sensors, especially microelectromechanical systems-based (MEMS) inertial sensors.
Introduction
Inertial sensing technology is widely spread in several application domains, which involve motion sensing of man-made vehicles, including planes, spacecrafts, cars and robots. In recent years, inertial sensing has also been regarded as a means to sense human movement with some relevant advantages in comparison with wellestablished sensing technologies, e.g., video motion sensing [1] . Measurement systems complexity and cost issues are key factors, within the biomedical community, to promote the use of commercial-grade microelectromechanical systems-based (MEMS) inertial sensors.
The main difficulty of inertial systems is that position and orientation are found by time-integrating gyro and accelerometer signals, together with any sensor bias and noise superimposed onto them (dead reckoning approach). Since position and orientation errors tend to grow unbounded, a stand-alone inertial measurement unit (IMU) is seldom used without additional sensing sources to provide nondrifting references. The drift problem is especially difficult when low-cost MEMS inertial sensors are used: their bias stability is orders of magnitude less than the bias stability of the high-grade inertial sensors embedded in military and aviation navigation systems [2] . Inertial systems design and performance analysis critically depend on the development of comprehensive models that account for the errors incurred in using inertial sensors. On one hand, these models may be helpful to sensor manufacturers who try to remove or mitigate the error sources during the manufacturing process; on the other hand, the error modelling effort is imperative for those who design filtering algorithms to enhance the accuracy of the navigation solution [1] .
It is customary to distinguish between deterministic and stochastic errors of inertial sensors. Deterministic errors include scale factor and bias errors due to nonlinearity, hysteresis, cross-axis sensitivity and axis misalignment [3, 4] . Stochastic errors include scale factor and bias timedrifts, mainly due to environmental temperature changes, and electronic noise, a stochastic component which comes from within the sensor itself or other electronic equipment interfaced with it [5, 6] . The bias is the average over a specified time interval of gyro/accelerometer output measured under given environment conditions, in the absence of correlations with input rotation or acceleration [7] . Usually, the bias is divided into two components, the bias offset, deterministic in nature, and the bias drift, stochastic in nature. While deterministic errors can be determined by calibration, modelling and identification of stochastic errors requires specific tools of analysis, in the frequency domain (spectral analysis approach) and in the time domain (correlation function or variance analysis approaches). In this paper, the Allan variance analysis approach is pursued.
The Allan variance is a time-domain analysis technique which is based on estimating second-order statistics of a stationary stochastic process as a function of the time involved in data averaging [8] . Originally, it was introduced in the timekeeping community to characterize the long-term stability of clocks and oscillators affected by power-law stochastic processes [8, 9] . Since then, it has been considered for stochastic modelling and identification in several physical devices, including inertial sensors [10, 11] and MEMS inertial sensors [12, 13] . The Allan variance can be used (a) to identify the nature of the underlying stochastic processes that are present in an experimental data record, (b) to quantify their contribution to the overall error statistics and (c) to determine reliable measures of uncertainty of Allan variances at different averaging times.
The Allan variance retains strong links with the power spectral density (PSD) of a stochastic process, although the mapping from the Allan spectrum to the PSD is not unique [14] . Recently, the time-and frequency-domain views of the Allan variance have been further investigated by highlighting the connection with the wavelets and the discrete wavelet transform (DWT), an important tool for the statistical analysis of time series [15] . More precisely, the Allan variance at a given averaging time is equivalent to the variance of the Haar wavelet coefficients at the corresponding temporal scale; extensions to high-order wavelets are also conceivable [16] . The Allan variance and the DWT are shown to produce octave-band spectral estimates with some advantages over standard frequency-domain approaches, e.g., windowed discrete Fourier transform (DFT): in regard to spectral leakage, for instance, the DWT generally outperforms the Allan variance, and both outperform the windowed DFT.
For their capability of whitening a broad class of covariance kernels, wavelet decompositions have other interesting properties: even when applied to long-memory stochastic processes, they tend to reduce correlations within and between scales, which provides theoretical ground for their use in generating surrogate data from single time series [17] . While the construction of surrogate data using the wavelet transform is well established [18] , the use of bootstrap methods of statistical analysis nested on wavelet decompositions is relatively unexplored [19] , despite being flexible and elegant tools for statistical inference [20] .
In this paper, we intend to strengthen the Allan-wavelet connection by proposing a wavelet-based bootstrap algorithm for assessing the accuracy of estimates of wavelet variances and model coefficients derived from them via time-domain regression, in terms of confidence intervals (CIs). Computerbased bootstrap methods require very little in terms of modelling assumptions, theoretical analysis and programming skills. Additionally, they tend to perform well even in difficult contexts, e.g., when nonparametric CIs have to be attached to spectral density estimators [20] or to maximum likelihood parameter estimates for long-memory stochastic processes [19] .
As far as we know, this is the first time waveletbased bootstrap methods have been applied in the context of an experimental investigation aiming at the performance characterization of inertial sensors using stochastic modelling techniques that are based on the Allan variance analysis. Different methods to approach the problem of CI construction are compared, by applying them to both numeric and experimental data. For those stochastic processes that are assumed to characterize the behaviour of MEMS inertial sensors, extensive computer simulations help elucidate important elements in the algorithm development and explain the difference in coverage performance by the various tested bootstrap estimators. The experimental work involves the commercial-grade integrated MEMS (iMEMS) orientation sensor 3DM-GX1, marketed by MicroStrain, Inc., which consists of one tri-axis gyro, one tri-axis accelerometer and one tri-axis magnetometer in the same package. The experimental results presented here concern specifically this orientation sensor, used in our current research on filtering algorithms for inertial sensing of human movement [21] ; however, the developed methodology is generic and may be used with other devices, not necessarily inertial sensors.
Method

Allan and wavelet variance background
The Allan variance of a continuous-time stochastic process
where E is the operator of expectation. 
Then, apply a first-order difference filter of width m to the sequenceȲ, so as to get the sequence D = {D k , k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 2m} with samples
The tau-overlap estimator of the Allan variance is defined to be half the mean square of the sequence obtained from timedecimating D by m:
where M = N/m − 1 ( x is the smallest integer greater than x). The maximal-overlap estimator of the Allan variance uses all the samples of the sequence D, yielding
Both the tau-overlap and the maximal-overlap estimators of the Allan variance are positive and unbiased [22] . A measure of quality that can be applied to a positive unbiased estimatorσ 2 
Based on the analysis of (6) when S Y (f ) is the PSD of power-law stochastic processes, identification and modelling of various noise terms present in a time series can be carried out by looking at the existence of regions of linearity in the loglog plot of the Allan standard deviation versus the averaging time τ , a.k.a. the σ/τ plot [10] .
To show the connection existing between the Allan variance and the wavelet variance, consider the Haar wavelet transform of the sequence Y, under the assumption that the sample size N is a power of 2 [15] . By definition, this transform consists of approximation coefficients at some scale 1 K N/2 and detail coefficients d jk , which are defined for scales k = K, . . . , N/2 and-within the kth scale-for time indices j = 1, 2, . . . , N/2k as
If the squared differences in (4) are downsampled by 2 before taking the average, the Haar wavelet variance at scale k is equivalent to the tau-overlap Allan variance at the same scale:
where the subscript NO, i.e., non-overlapped, indicates that each sample is used once in forming the sample variance at each scale, which is not strictly true in (4) [24] . The variance analysis is thus carried out over a range of averaging times obtained by doubling τ at each successive analysis point, which corresponds to the dyadic data structure of the DWT algorithm [25] . Alternately, the variance analysis can be carried out for all multiple integers of the sampling interval; this approach leads to the maximaloverlap discrete wavelet transform (MODWT), a transform useful to implement the maximal-overlap estimator of the Allan variance [26] . In this paper, we intend to develop a wavelet-based bootstrapping method, which exploits the connection existing between the non-overlapped estimator of the Allan variance and the DWT algorithm.
Inertial sensor stochastic error identification and modelling
The inertial sensors within the 3DM-GX1 orientation sensor are iMEMS gyros (ADI ADXRS300, Analog Devices, Inc.) and accelerometers (ADI ADXL202, Analog Devices, Inc.). We anticipate that, in these MEMS inertial sensors, angle (velocity) random walk-white noise in the angular rate (acceleration) domain-is the noise type dominant at short averaging times, while rate (acceleration) random walkwhite noise in the angular acceleration (jerk) domains-is the dominant feature at long averaging times [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . In the presence of angle (velocity) random walk, the Allan variance decreases as the average is taken on longer and longer time intervals. However, at a certain point, a further increase of the averaging time determines an increase in the Allan variance, which is due to rate (acceleration) random walk in the gyro (accelerometer) output [11] .
Angle ( 
allows us to compute N RW in the second step:
The σ/τ plot of rate (acceleration) random walk implies the existence of a linear region with slope +1/2, which would intersect the angle (velocity) random walk line at some crossover point; depending on the amount of available data, the behaviour is hard to analyse close to the crossover point, and the discrimination of rate (acceleration) random walk from other stochastic model contributors, namely flicker angle (velocity), or bias instability, may be difficult [10] . Inertial sensor manufacturers specify the performance characteristics of their devices in terms of either the minimum point on the σ/τ plot or the short-term stability σ ST , i.e., the standard deviation floor at some averaging time, say, τ = 10-20 s [11] ; the numerical values of σ ST can be expressed in deg s -1 (gyro) and mg (accelerometer).
Wavelet-based bootstrapping method
It is worth noting that the noise terms that are either known to exist in inertial sensors or otherwise influence their data belong to a class of long-memory stochastic processes with stationary backward differences [10, 12] . The DWT is an increasingly popular tool for the statistical analysis of these stochastic processes; the capability of this transform to decorrelate them enables the use of statistical tools otherwise doomed to fail in the presence of strong correlations [17] . Because of the DWT action as a whitening transform, wavelet-based bootstrapping methods can be proposed for generating surrogate data and for studying the properties of certain wavelet-based statistics [19] .
The wavelet-based moving blocks bootstrap proceeds by block resampling the N k detail coefficients available within each scale k > J involved in the analysis of a single time series, see figure 1. The approximation coefficients are not resampled. Rather than randomly shuffling individual observations, blocks of b consecutive observations, or subsamples, are composed, taking care that they are independent from one another; N k /b ( x is the largest integer smaller than x) subsamples are then concatenated by sampling with replacement from the set of N k − b + 1 subsamples, until a l-long bootstrap replication of the original time series is generated (l = b N k /b ) [19] . A surrogate time series can be constructed from the shuffled coefficients using the inverse discrete wavelet transform (IDWT) algorithm. The procedure is repeated B times, to generate B instances of surrogate time series.
Finally, we intend to determine the N RW -CI and the σ ST -CI, namely the confidence intervals attached to the N RW and σ ST estimates. The wavelet-based bootstrapping method is instrumental in this regard, since one of the most important applications of bootstrap techniques is indeed to assess the accuracy of a parameter estimator [20] . The sample variances of the detail coefficients at each scale are computed for all bootstrap replications. By adjusting the block size b, the variability of the sample variances is correctly captured in the within-scale direction. We assume that the between-scale correlations are negligible, even though the Haar wavelet is known to have coarser properties of timefrequency localization than high-order wavelets [15, 16, 19] . The variance replications at scales k ∈ [K min , . . . , K max ] feed the regression estimator outlined in (10)-(11), so as to construct the bootstrap approximation to the exact distribution of the parameter N RW . The variance replications at the scale corresponding to the averaging time chosen for defining σ ST are used to construct the bootstrap approximation to the exact distribution of the parameter σ ST .
Confidence interval determination
Moving blocks bootstrap-based CIs of the statistic of interestθ , either N RW or σ ST , are determined using two approaches, i.e., the percentile method and the normal approximation method, henceforth called M1 and M2, respectively [19] . M1 works on the bootstrap approximation to the exact distribution. M2 relies on the assumption that the large-sample distribution is normal: the estimator standard deviation σ θ is computed using the bootstrap replications. The 100(1 − α)% CIs are given by percentile method :
whereq(α/2) andq(1−α/2) are the α/2 and 1−α/2 quantiles estimated from the sample distribution and z is the 1 − α/2 quantile of the standard normal distribution. Two additional bootstrap methods, henceforth called M3 and M4, are tested in this paper. They compute the N RWCIs from Haar wavelet and tau-overlap Allan variances, respectively. The theory of χ 2 (edf)-distributed RVs, briefly reviewed in section 2.1, is applied for their implementation [22, 23] . This application is straightforward as for the determination of the σ ST -CI, although the edf computation as described in, e.g., [23] is valid only for the tau-overlap estimator. A subtle problem exists as for the N RW -CI expression. The variance of the squared N RW is the weighted sum of the variances of the RVs involved in the regression (9) , provided that these RVs are uncorrelated. If the edf is computable, then a Monte Carlo randomization based on generating pseudo-random numbers which are χ 2 (edf)-distributed can be used to estimate the variances in (9), as an alternative to analytical computations. It is interesting that, in particular when edf 1, the logarithm tends to make the RVs on the right-hand side of (9) approximately normal in distribution. The squared N RW is therefore, approximately, log normal in distribution. Both M3 and M4, which rely on the log-normal approximation to the squared N RW distribution and the simplifying assumption of negligible correlations between sample variances, pursue a parametric approach to bootstrap, namely the population of the statistics of interest and its distribution are assumed to be known [20] .
Since the correlations between the dependent variables in the time regression exist and analytical expressions of them are not known, the construction of accurate N RW -CIs is difficult by parametric bootstrap. It is known that the between-scale correlations among wavelet coefficients tend to decrease exponentially fast for a broad class of stochastic processes-including those we are mainly interested here-at a rate dictated by the number of vanishing moments exhibited by the wavelet function [15, 17] . It will therefore be interesting to assess to what extent the moving blocks bootstrap using the Haar wavelet, which has one vanishing moment, whitens the Allan spectrum of inertial sensor noise and reduces the strength of correlations between wavelet variances.
Application to numeric and experimental data
Computer simulations
The stochastic model contributors considered in the computer simulations are [10, 27] angle random walk, flicker, rate random walk, plus a mixed process which is composed of the sum of independent angle and rate random walks; the Allan spectrum of the mixed stochastic process is chosen to closely resemble the Allan spectrum of experimental time series from inertial sensors, see the appendix for further details.
The first simulation set concerns the question whether the proposed bootstrap methods correctly capture the variability of sample variances by accounting for the within-scale correlations.
The second simulation set concerns the question whether the Haar wavelet decomposition whitens the simulated stochastic processes in the between-scale direction and whether nominal coverage is achieved when the analysed time series is shortened. The performance of the Haar wavelet is compared with the performance of the Daubechies wavelet with four vanishing moments.
Two hundred Monte Carlo runs are generated to assess the CI coverage performance; the nominal coverage is 68.3%, namely 1σ -error bar. B = 1000 bootstrap replications are generated, either for the moving blocks or for the parametric bootstrap implementations.
iMEMS inertial sensor data acquisition and reduction
The 3DM-GX1 orientation sensor is fastened to a rigid table and kept motionless during the experiments, which are repeated on five consecutive days in the same laboratory environment. The sampled data from the tri-axis gyro, the tri-axis accelerometer and the tri-axis magnetometer within the orientation sensor are transmitted to a host computer via a standard serial communication interface. Data records lasting 4 h are collected at T s = 160 ms.
The data analysis is developed under the Matlab environment and applied to data from the tri-axis gyro and the tri-axis accelerometer. A pre-processing step is implemented to model the bias drift at start-up by applying the LevenbergMarquardt nonlinear least-squares fit to the function:
as done in [28] . In (13), T d is the decorrelation time of the exponential bias drift. We retain data from the last 3 h of recordings, yielding time series composed of 2 M (M = 16) samples available for the Allan and wavelet variance analysis. M2 M3 M4 M1 M2 M3 M4   3  63  62  47  72  69  69  59  73  4  70  69  55  67  70  70  62  70  5  74  73  60  72  69  69  64  69  6  67  67  55  67  65  66  56  62  7  68  69  58  65  69  69  64  73  8  69  68  54  63  66  67  63  65  9  65  65  49  64  68  68  63  68  10  68  68  53  69  65  64  60  68 4. Results Figure 2 shows representative Allan σ/τ plots from single realizations of some stochastic processes involved in the computer simulations. Table 1 size at the coarsest scales of analysis, namely 9 and 10, where 128 and 64 samples are available to generate bootstrap replications, respectively. Note that, in contrast with M4, M3 tends to systematically underestimate the coverage; this is not surprising, since the coverage assessment in M3 hinges on an algorithm of edf computation applicable to the tau-overlap Allan variances, rather than to the Haar wavelet variances [23] . Also, it should be pointed out that the edf actually depends on the noise type. Following the indications given by inertial sensor manufacturers [13, 29] , the definition of σ ST implies specifying the standard deviation floor at some averaging time, not necessarily too close to the crossover point; hence, we will use the edf for an angle random walk noise type in the computation of the σ ST -CI for both numeric and experimental data. No coverage bias is observed from the simulation results, in consequence of the latter assumption. Figure 3 portrays the magnitude of the normalized covariance between sample variances, either Haar wavelet or tau-overlap Allan variances, as a function of the scale separation, in terms of bars which include entries from the set of scales k = [3, 4, . . . , 10]; the covariance matrix is estimated using data from the Monte Carlo runs involving the realizations from the mixed stochastic process.
Computer simulations
Although the wavelet functions are orthogonal, it does not follow that the wavelet coefficients are uncorrelated in the between-scale direction. As shown in figure 3 , residual correlations exist between sample variances, when they are produced by either the Haar DWT or the tau-overlap estimator of the Allan variance; these correlations tend to decay as a function of the scale separation and have lower magnitudes when the Haar DWT is applied. Table 2 reports the coverage performance achieved in the second simulation set, from time series of the mixed stochastic process composed of 2 M samples, with M ranging from 13 to 16. The analysed scales for the Haar and Daubechies wavelets are k = [3, 4, . . . ,7] (N RW estimation) and k = 10 (σ ST estimation).
As the examination of the N RW -CI coverage statistics in table 2 clearly indicates, the residual correlations revealed in figure 3 do not affect the coverage performance of the Power of 2  M1 M2 M3 M4 M1 M2 M3 M4   Haar  13  65  67  92  89  58  64  58  74  14  69  70  93  90  63  61  57  70  15  69  69  90  89  67  66  55  67  16  66  67  94  92  68  69  58  69   Daubechies DB4  13  66  68  89  89  46  49  22  76  14  68  68  93  89  53  53  35  71  15  70  71  93  93  67  67  42  66  16  69  68  93  92  66  66  54  68   Table 3 . Mean ± SD for the decorrelation time T d , expressed in s, of the exponential bias drift function (13) . No transient is observed on data from the X-axis gyro sensor.
Gyro Accelerometer
X-axis NA 524 ± 44 Y-axis 730 ± 75 538 ± 36 Z-axis 478 ± 22 583 ± 68 wavelet-based bootstrapping method. The Haar wavelet even outperforms the high-order Daubechies wavelet: this is when the bootstrap aims at determining the σ ST -CI, and the reduction in the length of the analysed time series makes the trade-off between support width and number of wavelet coefficients at the coarsest scales difficult for the Daubechies wavelet [17] .
It is interesting to explain why M2 is generally so effective. This is due to the relatively high edf of χ 2 (edf)-distributed sample variances involved in estimating the desired model coefficients and to the reasonably good approximation about the log-normal distribution of the squared N RW . Conversely, the parametric bootstrap used in M3 and M4 is grossly ineffective in determining accurate N RW -CIs. This is because of the inaccurate edf computation, in the case of M3, and the influence of residual correlations between sample variances in computing the N RW variance from inverting (10) in (11) , in the case of M4. Figure 4 plots typical examples of experimental time series, collected from the inertial sensors of the MicroStrain 3DM-GX1 device, which include the bias drift at start-up. Table 3 reports the mean ± standard deviation (SD) of the exponential bias drift decorrelation time at start-up, estimated for all inertial sensor elements and averaged across days.
iMEMS inertial sensor stochastic error modelling
The proposal of the exponential function (13) to model the bias drift is advocated in [28] . In [6] , it is discussed that this approach is potentially prone to large modelling errors, because the drift characteristics of the sensors are inconsistent and non-repeatable between operations. As our results in table 3 indicate, the behaviour is actually quite repeatable. It is generally recognized that a significant bias drift immediately follows the application of power in gyros, see also the discussion in [5] ; a similar phenomenon can be observed 2.03± 0.02 2.44 ± 0.02 2.11 ± 0.02 7.4 ± 0.3 8.9 ± 0.4 7.8 ± 0.3 GM 2.02 ± 0.01 2.44 ± 0.02 2.13 ± 0.01 7.5 ± 0.3 8.9 ± 0.1 7.9 ± 0.1 in accelerometers [6] , see figure 4. When inertial sensors are turned on, the electronics inside begin to dissipate heat and cause their temperature to increase. As the temperature stabilizes, the mean output of the sensor output changes at a slower rate. In this paper, the variance analysis is performed once the transients have died out and steady state is reached: the last 3 h of data recording are retained, yielding time series composed of 2 16 samples for variance analysis. The last row in both tables reports the mean ± SD computed from the point estimates obtained on the different days for each sensor type and axis. Within the limits of the significant digits used for data reporting in these tables, the measures of variability provided by M1 and M2 are virtually identical.
For the gyro and the accelerometer within the 3DM-GX1 orientation sensor, the performance specifications are
. For both sensors, σ ST is assessed at the averaging time 15 s, which is slightly different from our choice (about 20 s). Indications about the dispersion of these characteristics are missing in the technical data sheets. Close agreement exists with our data in tables 4 and 5. In our experiments, the inter-day variability of gyro data turns out to be almost identical to the variability captured by the moving blocks bootstrap, which works on individual time series from each day (within-day variability). Conversely, the inter-day variability of accelerometer data is higher than 'predicted' by the moving blocks bootstrap. Not reported here, the parametric bootstrap roughly doubles the width of the moving blocks bootstrap-based N RW -CI, while close agreement exists as for the moving blocks bootstrap-based σ ST -CI. Based on the simulation results, we incline to believe that the indications provided by the parametric bootstrap are inaccurate as for the N RW -CI determination: the within-day variability of both sensors' data turns out to be much higher than the inter-day variability, especially for the gyro sensor data. The room environment conditions in our trials differ slightly on different days; hence, the sensor response reproducibility would be slightly lower than predicted by a statistical procedure which hinges exclusively on daily sensor data. On the other hand, the sensor reproducibility would be improved by the thermal compensation used in the 3DM-GX1 orientation sensor to stabilize the gyro bias. The parametric bootstrap, we believe, tends to underestimate the stabilizing effects of thermal compensation on the sensor reproducibility.
Concluding remarks
The wavelet-based bootstrapping method described in this paper is a statistical tool that can be used for generating surrogate data from long-term memory stochastic processes and for solving problems of statistical inference, including hypothesis testing, confidence interval determination and so forth. Generic assumptions about the properties of the stochastic processes and mild requirements on the amount of available data are sufficient for the method to work. It is worth noting that the modelling assumptions needed for the moving blocks bootstrap to work simply regard the stationarity of the backward difference of the long-memory stochastic processes [17, 19] , which is an important point to consider when model development is intertwined with standard noise term identification [10] .
Although the Allan variance analysis can be used to perform stochastic modelling and identification [9] [10] [11] , we assume in this paper that the inertial sensor noise types are known beforehand. In regard to the validity of this assumption, we have to consider that without a great increase in the recording time, it is often very difficult to reliably discriminate between flicker and rate random walk, or possibly exponentially correlated (Markov) noise, by examining the slope of a linear region which may emerge in the neighbourhood of the crossover point in the Allan σ/τ plot [10, 22, 30] . In this paper, the computer simulations are used to analyse the behaviour of wavelet-based bootstrap CI estimators fed by signals with properties similar to those of the experimental time series. In particular, since we intend to get CIs with nominal coverage, the computer simulations help convey information about the recording time and the analysis scales which are involved in the experimental work.
Given the purpose of the present study, some drawbacks of the DWT, such as its poor translation invariance, are considered unimportant. Hence, we have decided not to use other transforms, such as the MODWT, which are known to be translation invariant; the outstanding capability of the MODWT to locate time-dependent events at various scales would be of interest for estimating, e.g., time-varying longmemory parameters [31] , or the times when sudden variance changes occur [32] -unexpected events in our experimental time series.
The application investigated in this paper aims at determining the accuracy of Allan spectrum estimators which can be used to characterize inertial sensor stochastic errors, including bias drifts and electronic noise. In practice, longterm stability data are needed to create stochastic models which can be used in the development of filtering algorithms, e.g., for estimating the attitude of the body to which the IMU is strapped [4, 6, 21, 33] . It is known that integration of the gyro signals provides estimates of the roll, pitch and yaw angles that determine the attitude of the body. A common difficulty found in all approaches that rely on gyros for attitude estimation is the bias drift. Sensors that provide absolute orientation measurements are used in the attempt to overcome this limitation: usually, tri-axis accelerometers are employed to provide the attitude of a motionless or slowly moving body relative to the horizontal plane, while tri-axis magnetometers which sense the Earth's magnetic field are integrated into an IMU for the determination of absolute heading by fusing sensed magnetic and gravity vectors [21] . However, the acceleration signals suffer from bias drifts too, and the effects of these drifts are particularly critical when the acceleration signals have to be double integrated in time for positioning determination [1, 2] . The proposed wavelet-based analysis can be useful to generate surrogate data from experimental time series and feed IMU simulators, where filtering algorithms for attitude or positioning estimation are tested for their statistical efficiency before being used in the field.
Although the experimental results presented here concern specifically the noise performance characterization of iMEMS inertial sensors, the developed methodology is generic and may be used with several other physical devices-magnetometer error modelling will be reported in a separate publication.
